Microsoft Dynamics GP
Customer Solution Case Study

Airport Streamlines Operational Efficiency
with New Accounting/ERP System
Customer: Charleston County
Aviation Authority
Website: www.chs‐airport.com
Customer Size: 100‐249
Industry: Municipal, Transportation
Customer Profile
Located in Charleston, SC the Charleston
Country Aviation Authority owns and
operates the International Airport and
two smaller regional airports.

Charleston County Aviation Authority values fiscal responsibility
and operational efficiency. The airport is growing at a healthy
pace and must closely manage costs to continue to attract
airlines and passengers. They have discovered new advantages
by choosing to work with DataSpring and deploy the Microsoft
Dynamics GP accounting software.

Business Needs

Solution

The Charleston County Aviation Authority
manages the international airport at
Charleston and two smaller regional airports.
The steady growth in population and healthy
tourism industry in the region has continued
to increase air passenger traffic.

When CCAA had the opportunity to deploy
Microsoft Dynamics GP, the organization’s
decision to go ahead was motivated by their
goals to create new efficiencies, improve
reporting and modernize business processes.

Technologically savvy, CCAA worked with
Microsoft Gold‐Certified Partner DataSpring
to configure and implement a modern
Accounting/ERP system based upon
Microsoft Dynamics GP.
CCAA’s old accounting system operated on
an AS‐400 and lacked the flexibility and
compatibility their growing operation
required. The inefficiencies caused by the
use of this system compounded to a point
where change was critical.
In determining their priorities for choosing a
solution, application reliability and
collaboration with a local partner were top
criteria. They wanted a modern, well known
system with an open database for custom
reporting and integration. Also, working
with a local partner allowed for rapid
collaboration on the many improvements
and customizations required by their
business processes.

DataSpring deployed the new Microsoft
Dynamics GP accounting system on a central
Server. The existing infrastructure was
evaluated to ensure that data would be
safeguarded and the performance of the
software would be optimal.
CCAA worked closely with DataSpring to map
existing and desired accounting processes.
Steps were then trimmed and even
eliminated where possible. “Working smarter
is very important. We took this opportunity
to evaluate and advance business procedures
where possible,” said Judi Olmstead, Director
of Finance.

Benefits
CCAA is impressed with the many different
ways Microsoft Dynamics GP has added to
overall efficiency.
This new modern platform has also provided
the capability to integrate new functionality.
An inventory bar code system and human
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resources employee portal have reduced
both transposition errors and paperwork.
DataSpring’s comprehensive approach of
preparing for departmental integration and
looking at future needs provided a reliable
solution.
Create efficiencies: New methods for
recording transactions have eliminated many
instances of duplication. The steps taken for
period closings are not only more intuitive,
but retain improved audit trails for faster
research and reconciliation.
Improve reporting: The new SQL database
structure opens access to vital data allowing
for dramatically improved reporting. Custom
reports can be easily designed providing
operational insights not possible before.
Modernize business processes: Fast access
to accurate numbers vs. budget is a necessity.
The improvement of processes such as
posting, inventory management and
reconciling are just a few examples of how
this new system delivered sustainable
efficiencies.

Call DataSpring to discuss your
Accounting/ERP needs
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